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This invention relates to improvements: in 
pumps- andi partieular-lyv to~ that: class: of‘ pumps 
utilized to return» condensate2 from: a; condenser 
to the cooling‘ system: of‘ an» internall combustion 
engine; 
Heretofore-theadvantagesof “vapor phase” in 

cooling of internal‘ combustion, engines- have 
been recognized wherein: the: temperature of? the 
cooling water in the- water jackets of: the‘ engine 
is: maintained‘- at’ substantially its: boiling point. 
In; such t systems ~ the waterv jackets or ' the engine 
are connected» tea suitable‘ water supply tank in 
the==top=of 1 which: there-is; normally a’ steam space 
for-steam" rising fromlthe heated'water: A con 
denser» or. radiator’ is; usually‘: connected, to > this 
steam-space so that? when-.the‘engine: is operating 
under heavynloadsrand" aeconsiderable amountof 
steam is being generatedithis steam-may; be'cony 
densed in=the condenser/or radiator and theeon 
densate returned‘ to - the-‘- cooling- system; Here! 
tofore, pumps of: various.- types- have; beenrv used 
for.-returning-theeondensate ifromithe condenser 
to: the cooling system; Generally; however,- these 
pumps’ have‘ proven unsatisfactory: When‘, the 
engine-is--oper-atingrunderlightlloadsrlittle; if ‘any; I 
steam is passed into ethe-icondenserrand there are 
frequent-situations when ‘ there is: no» condensate 
in the» condenser; Consequently the" pump under 
such circumstances can receive-v not condensate 
‘and operates dry: When theipump operates-in I 
this manner‘ packing; di?ieulties immediately 
arise and the- pump- may lose its-- prime. Usually 
it- is: but a question~ of‘ a relatively“ short time 
before the pumprequires-a repair car-replace 
ment when i-t-is subjected ito'itheseeconditions. 

It'has-Kbeen- proposedltmutiliz'e-ash pump for 
thesev peculiar conditions a flash» vaporizing 
chamber-etc --?ash - vapori'zea > vportion of y. the: con 

densate‘ received‘ from the condenser‘ and‘ use 
this-portion to~expel condensateinto-"the cool- ' 
ing'system of“ the engine. ‘However; in experi 
mentstheretofore conducted- vaporizing 
~chamber~~ was merely alaterallextension-at the 
top of-' a well‘ to '1 whieh the condensate- from= the 
\condenservwa-si admitted. ‘When’ the-condensate 
'enteredlthej?a-sh vaporizing-“chamberat-~-the»top 
of-1 the --w'ell"it was~ quicklyl-converted'i into‘ steam 
and would‘iexpel the-condensate; the well 1 up 
through- an" inclinationv tube“ immersed therein 
which led~f back‘ to;-the— cooling system» offthe 

- engine; 

Such‘v experiments have» not proven" satisfaee 
tory- d-ue to-"the-faet-‘that suchpumpwouldiquick 
‘1y’ discontinue its'operation. 
We have determined thauthe~reason~that+such 
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experimental‘ ?ash vaporization pumps: have‘ dis‘ 
oontinued-operationii's due to thefacii thatn'on 
condensableegases are introd'ueedl into-the water 
of the cooling system; These gases? may» enter 
the water past‘ lealéy'gaskets onmayz slowly; pass 
through the‘ pores of‘ the; metal? between the! eyl" 
inder Walls and the water» jackets; Regardless 
of-‘how- such 'noncond'ensable ~ gases are‘ introduced 
into- the’; Water- of the cooling system. onint'o~ the 
condensate in the; condenser these: gases: tend“ to‘ 
collect in the top of'the-welliand to ?ll=the ?ash. 
vaporizing chamber‘ with‘ the» result: that‘ theee'xe 
perimental pumps quickly» became‘ gass locked 
with noncondensable" vapors and‘ discontinued 
operation. 

It is an» object of‘ the-‘present invention to 
provide: an improved-1 pump » wherein:1 a flash var 
porization' chamber" is utilized- which receives 
condensate from the condenser when condensate 
is available and‘ ?ash vaporizes- a- portion --of ‘this 
condensate utilizing; it? asL an expelling medium 
for expelling unvapori‘zed‘ condensate and? re 
turning: it vtoatl’ie cooling ‘system; IhsuOh aipump 
there are no .moving parts ;with-~ the‘ exception: of 
one -or- more‘ anti-reverse flowv check'valves and 
if the engine is- operating- under» such 1 conditions 
that there is--nox.condensate ' available invthe ' coni 
denser inoiharm'l to the pump is'3~d@ne.‘ Therloss 
of» prime-i of’ the» pump; is immaterial for when 
there isareturn of ‘eonditions andicondensateeis 
available ii? the»- condenser this condensate“ on 
being- supplied to the‘ vaporization; chamber 
causes the epurnpzto :resume normai ; operations-:1 
More speci?cally, an 4 objeeti'of’the inventionv is 

toiprovidea pump havingwthe above-mentioned 
eharacteristies ‘wherein the-outlet-"is arranged» 1 at 
substantially the * highest?‘ point-101*the‘VaporizerL 
tionv chamber so: that : if’ noneondensabl'e 1 gases 
are admitted thereto these" gases‘ will znotizco'lleetl 
and“ vapor lock the- pump but-will-be carried. 
along with the-pumpedr condensate :to- ‘ultimately ' 
nnd~=egress~through theveritior these gases ‘that; 
is located elsewhereein the“ system. 
With the -'foregoi_-ng , and other objects-v in 1view;. 

Which-‘Willi be made manifest the“ following 
detailed’ description and ' speci?cally pointed-out; 
in the appended ‘claims; reference isilfiadrito- the: 
accompanying" drawing for an- illustrativewem-el 
bodiment ‘of the invention"; wherein: 
Figure 1' 'is- a diagrammatic View; of i‘ an “engine-‘4 

employing- “vapor- phase’?“ cooling and illustrati-q 
ing'the pump embodying'thepresentinventionas: 
having- been installed-i coolingjsystenr; and‘. 

Fig; 2* is - an = enlarged Y sectional‘ [view“ through: 
the pump; and - ' ' ’ - 
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Fig. 3 is a view illustrating a simpli?ed modi 
?cation. 

Referring to the accompanying drawing where 
in similar reference characters designate similar 
parts throughout, ID indicates an internal com 
bustion engine the cooling system of which has 
a. water supply tank II. An outlet from this 
tank indicated at I2 serves to conduct Water 
therefrom to the water jackets in any conven 
tional or preferred manner and the inlet thereto 
indicated at I3 serves to return water from the 
water jackets to the tank. The upper portion 
of the tank I I may be regarded as having a steam 
space I4 which is connected as at I5 to the top 
of a radiator or condenser I6. The condensate 
.in the radiator or condenser collects in a tank 
H at the bottom thereof and it is desired to 
:return this condensate when available to the 
‘cooling system. 
The pump embodying the present invention 

‘that is utilized to return the condensate to the 
cooling system or to the tank II consists of a 
:flash vaporizing chamber I8 that is preferably 
mounted or secured to the exhaust pipe IQ of the 
engine. This chamber is preferably tapered to 
‘ward a closed end 28 and is so mounted on the 
{exhaust pipe as to receive heat therefrom at its 
top. In other words heat from the exhaust pipe 
preferably passes downwardly through the top of 
‘the tapered ?ash vaporization chamber I8. A con- 
lduit 2| that is preferably equipped with a check 
valve 22 leads from the tank I? and provides an 
inlet to the ?ash vaporization chamber that is 
disposed laterally with respect to the longitudinal 
:axis of the chamber. A conduit 23 which may 
.(or may not be provided with a check valve 211 
.provides the outlet from the chamber I8 that is 
:arranged opposite the closed end 20 and axially 
‘with relation to the length of the chamber. 
The conduit ‘23 leads back to the cooling system 
and may enter it in the tank I I. 

If the engine is operating under light loads the 
steam generated in the tank II may be so small 
that it will condense in the steam space I4 with 
:out delivering any steam to the condenser i6. 
Under such circumstances there is no condensate 
available in the tank I'i' to be pumped and re? 
turned to the system. Under these circumstances 
the ‘chamber I8 is merely heated by the exhaust 
pipe I9 without any harm being done to it. 
However, when load conditions increase and 
steam is passed into the condenser I6 the con 
densate in the tank I‘! flows by gravity through 
the conduit 2i past the check valve 22 and enters 
the chamber I8. A portion of the water entering 
‘this chamber is vquickly vaporized and the steam 
xthus quickly generated serves to expel the remain 
.der of the water admitted to the chamber I8 and 
'to force it past the check valve 24 through conduit 
:23 into tank I I. As soon as one charge of water 
:is thus expelled additional condensate from tank 
'1” may enter the chamber I8 and the operation 
repeated. The cycle of these operations usually 
takes place very fast but is somewhat dependent 
upon the temperature to which the chamber I8 is 
heated by the exhaust pipe I9. The cycles of op 
eration may follow each other with such great 
rapidity that the discharge of water back into 
the tank I I may appear to be almost continuous. 

It is preferable that the flash chamber taper 
toward the closed end 26 so that steam will 
more quickly be developed in this narrow closed 
end to expel the remainder of the charge of 
condensate that is admitted near the large end 
of the chamber. 
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If noncondensable vapors or gases are present 
in the condensate to be pumped these vapors or 
gases will not collect in the chamber I8 and 
thus vapor lock the pump inasmuch as the out 
let 23 is located approximately even with the 
uppermost point of the chamber I8. Thus if 
these gases are taken into the chamber I8 they 
are quickly expelled therefrom by the steam along 
with the returning condensate. Usually systems 
of this character have vents provided at suitable 
points such as for example at the top of the 
condenser l6 and these noncondensable gases 
may ?nd egress from the system therethrough. 

It will be appreciated that with this arrange 
ment the noncondensable gases will not vapor 
lock the pump and, that if the engine should re 
turn to low loadconditions wherein there is no 
condensate available in tank I’! that the pump 
merely discontinues its operation and becomes 
heated by the exhaust pipe IS without damaging 
any of its parts. or > I 

VWhile the chamber I8 isshown as being sub— 
stantially horizontal in position it may be slightly 
inclined with respect thereto. The closed end 20 
may be slightly higher than the outlet 23 but if 
raised materially above the outlet the upper end 
of the chamber will ultimately collect noncon 
densable gases and the pump then becomes vapor 
locked. It is, therefore, preferable that the 
chamber be so arranged. as to avoid the possi 
bility of collecting noncondensable vapors suchas 
in the horizontal position illustrated. 

It will, of course, be appreciated that any. other 
heating means may be used to heat the chamber 
I8 in lieu of the exhaust pipe 59. The exhaust 
pipe I9 is merely. utilized as it is readily available 
on the engine and has heat available that would 
otherwise normally be wasted. 
While the pump is illustrated as having two 

check valves 22 and 24 a single check valve in 
many instances will su?ice and there-have been 
occasions whereboth check valves can be dis 
pensed with. As the inlet to the chamber is dis 
posed laterally the tendency of the expelled con 
densateto flow reversely through the inlet is 
normally quite small even though the check 
valve 22 is omitted. During the operation of the 
pump apparently a substantial part of the pump 
ing action is due to the kinetic energy in the 
water that is quickly vaccelerated through the 
outlet and there may be conditions wherein this 
water traveling through the outlet at a relatively 
high speed tends to draw and carry with it water 
that may be available in the inlet. 

In the construction illustrated 'in' Fig. 3 there 
is merely a vertically disposed pipe or conduit 
indicated at 25 in which there are two spaced 
upwardly opening and downwardly closing check 
valves indicated at 28 and 2?. The conduit 25 
may be subjected to anysuitable heat source 
between these check valves that is capable of 
quickly vaporizing the liquid in the conduit. Such 
heat source may be the exhaust pipe or the 
exhaust manifold from the engine. The check 
valves 28 and 21 may be so arranged that the 
hydrostatic head on the liquid will elevate some 
of it past the check valve 2'! where it then becomes 
quickly vaporized and the expansion of the steam 
forces the liquid to be suddenly expelled upwardly 
past the check valve 26. The suddenexpansion 
of the steam will force the liquid in the conduit‘ 
above the check valve 26 upwardly so that there 
is su?lcient upward inertia to decrease the pres 
sure in the conduit between the check valves. 
Consequently additional liquid may then ,enter 
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the conduit space between the check valves past 
the check valve 27 and be suddenly vaporized 
and the cycle thus repeated. In this construc 
tion likewise due to the arrangement of the 
conduit noncondensable vapors will not collect 
between the check valves to cause the pump to 
discontinue operation. On the contrary these 
noncondensable gases will be carried upwardly 
along with the liquid and steam past the check 
valve 26. 

Various changes may be made in the details 
of_construction without departing from the spirit 
and scope of the invention as de?ned by the 
append claims. 
We claim: 
1. A pump comprising an approximately hori 

zontally arranged ?ash chamber tapering toward 
the closed end thereof, means for admitting liquid 
to be pumped to said chamber, means for heating 
the chamber to ?ash vaporize the liquid admitted 
thereto, the outlet from the chamber being sub 
stantially as high as the chamber whereby non 
condensable gases will not collect in the chamber 
to vapor lock the pump. 

2. A pump comprising an approximately hori 
zontally arranged ?ash chamber tapering toward 
the closed end thereof, means for admitting liquid 
to be pumped to said chamber, means for heating 
the chamber to ?ash vaporize the liquid admitted 
thereto, the outlet from the chamber being sub 
stantially as high as the chamber whereby non 
condensable gases will not collect in the chamber 
to vapor lock the pump, the heating being applied 
to the top of the chamber. 

3. A pump comprising an approximately hori 
zontally arranged ?ash chamber tapering toward 
the closed end thereof, means for admitting liquid 
to be pumped to said chamber, means for heating 
the chamber to ?ash vaporize the liquid admitted 
thereto, the outlet from the chamber being sub 
stantially as high as the chamber whereby non 
condensable gases will not collect in the chamber 
to vapor lock the pump, the inlet being arranged 
laterally with respect to the chamber and the 
outlet being arranged opposite the closed end 
thereof. 

4. In a cooling system for internal combustion 
engines wherein there is a condenser adapted to 
receive steam from the system and condense it 
therein, means for returning the condensate to 
the cooling system comprising a ?ash vaporizing 
chamber, means for heating the chamber, said 
chamber having its outlet arranged substantially 
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as high as the highest point of the chamber so 
that noncondensable vapors will not collect 
therein, means for admitting condensate from 
the condenser to said chamber, and means con 
necting the outlet with the cooling system for 
admission of the condensate thereto. 

5. In a cooling system for internal combustion 
engines wherein there is a condenser adapted 
to receive steam from the system and condense 
it therein, means for returning the condensate 
to the cooling system comprising a ?ash Vaporiz 
ing chamber, means for heating the chamber, said 
chamber having its outlet arranged substantially 
as high as the highest point of the chamber so 
that noncondensable vapors will not collect there— 
in, means for admitting condensate from the con 
denser to said chamber, and means connecting the 
outlet with the cooling system for admission of 
the condensate thereto, an anti-reverse ?ow check 
valve in the inlet and outlet to and from said 
chamber. 

6. A pump comprising an approximately hori 
zontally arranged elongated ?ash chamber hav 
ing a closed end and an open end and being 
otherwise imperforate, means for admitting liq 
uid to be pumped to said chamber through the 
open end thereof, and means for heating the 
chamber to ?ash vaporize the liquid admitted 
thereto, the outlet from the chamber being sub 
stantially as high as the chamber whereby non 
condensable gases will not collect in the chamber 
to vapor lock the pump. 

ROBERT R. HULL. 
HORACE E. COLES. 
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